
Fall Art Fun
Using Dots! 

Did you ever use a hole punch? The other day while using a hole punch,
I spilled the little circle dots all over my desk. What a mess! But instead
of cleaning up, I started playing with the circle dots to create art? I made
a flower, then a leaf and then, I made a spider. It is fun to create art from
scrap paper we were planning to place in the trash!
I am not the first to use a series of dots to create art. Thousands of

years ago, the Greeks and Romans
used pieces of colored glass or
stone to decorate buildings or to
make pictures. This art form is
called “Mosaic Art”. Using a modern
twist on Mosaic art, let’s have some
fall art fun!

Let’s Make a Spider
Using Dots!

1. Draw a simple shaped spider
about 4” x 5” in size.  Use a medium
circle for the head, a larger circle for
the body and six legs.  It is impor-
tant to make the spider large
enough or the circle dots will be too
big.  If your spider is too big, it takes
a long time to fill the area.
2. Outline the head circle with glue
to attach paper punch circle dots.
Continue outlining with glue and
adding circles to construct the head,
body and legs.
3. Fill in the head and body with
dots. 
4. Eyes can be made by cutting a
colored circle punch in half.

A.  Draw a simple shaped spider.  Head
circle, body circle and six legs.

5. Create other fall pictures. This art
form makes great fall cards too!
6. HAVE FUN!

B.  Using glue, outline the spider’s head
and attach dots.  Continue this process to
complete the head, body and legs.
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